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Context!
• Freedom of the Press in Early Modern England!
• Why is British history so important? British history of the C17th is largely neglected - 

missing out key changes in monarchy, republicanism, Bill of Rights etc!
• Students today do not necessarily have access to the grand narratives of history which 

were so evident 50 or so years ago. The Whig history gave at least a framework which 
made the C17th important. !

• Thatcher - "1689 is when English people learnt to be moderate"!
• The other grand narrative which is no longer used is the Marxist grand narrative which 

shows the 1688 change as a bourgeois one. Hill tries to show that Britain has a long 
radical history - Levellers, Diggers etc.!

• Most historians tend to hold that Britain does not have much of a radical tradition !
• Revisionism has destroyed this idea of grand narrative. Revisionism on the C17th has 

tended to abuse sources - there is a growth of print culture which is largely ignored by 
the revisionists.!!

Freedom of the Press!
• How do we understand the free press today? Do people today really understand the 

concept of a free press? Has parliament ever believed in the free press? Is there really a 
tradition of freedom of speech in the UK? Pre-publication censorship was the main 
means of censoring in the C17th.!

• Government in the C17th is not actually powerful enough to censor everything. This runs 
contrary to the Marxist view which would hold that the state had power to control 
ideology.!

• Censorship in the period is more a matter of negotiation than censorship proper.!
• The concept of public is important in the period - what is public? What rights should they 

have? How do they relate to government?!
• Some major issues in explaining freedom of press in C17th. Freedom of speech is 

religious not political; people believe in indivisible truth claims - preventing publication of 
blasphemous material is a joint responsibility - if I don't stop you publishing, we will all go 
to hell - difficult for students to understand due to concept of cultural relativism (this 
concept does not exist in the period); Students know they have rights but not sure why, in 
the period the discussion is over where rights come from; People are not intolerant, they 
just believe in control; there is a difficult concept of the public - what is it? Where does it 
come from? Why is it powerful? !

• Bastwick, Burton and Prynne (Puritans)1637 write a document suggesting that the queen 
is a Catholic and is being blasphemous. Burton has his ears cut off as a punishment for 
his publication. In addition to having his ears (and cheeks) cut off, is tattooed with SL 
(seditious libeller) - he terms them his stigmata. Their punishment aims to dissuade 
others. They do not believe that there should be freedom of the press, they simply 



believe that they are the orthodoxy and therefore should not have been censored. They 
use this to show the king a tyrannous. Free press is used as an opposition to tyranny.!

• James Naylor (Quaker) 1656 - they are seen as blasphemous disrupters of C17th 
orthodoxies. On palm Sunday Naylor rides into Bristol on a donkey - parliament see this 
as blasphemy but Cromwell in many ways thought that God may well have spoken to 
Naylor.!

• Titus Oates (1685) - Anglican preacher - caused the exclusion crisis. He says there is a 
plot by Catholics to overthrow Charles II - widely printed and entirely made up. James II 
is therefore excluded. Shows the power of the press to affect things regardless of the 
truth.!

• Daniel Dafoe (1702) - 1695 Pre publication censorship disappears - no real reason for 
this. Writes a very good satire where he pretends to be a part of the High Church Party. 
Pilloried and was prosecuted for this despite free press. Shows continued importance of 
censorship. Whigs have argued that 1695 marked the end of censorship. Dafoe ends up 
having to be a party hack for the rest of his life to avoid prison.!

• Key developments: new technologies - newspapers - expands power of print; the 
creation of the coffee house - a space to read and debate news - public - anyone can go 
there and be part of the debate - don't need to be literate; development of professional 
journalists - production of information for money.!

• All of the developments do not lead to a free press - still a view that Catholics etc need to 
be punished.!

• Still major restrictions on parliamentary reporting - closed off - not allow to find out how 
people voted, debated etc until 1760. London Gazette focuses primarily on foreign news!

• Strict laws on seditious writing and blasphemy (still on books and used in 1975 to 
prosecute)!

• Matthew Tindal - wrote A Letter to a Member of Parliament 1698 - made the case (first 
time) for free press. Argues that god only gives you the ability to reason. If you reason 
properly you go to heaven. You therefore need a free press to allow you to reason. Does 
this as a reaction against the tyranny of the priests.!

• Tindal is vilified. The emergence of a free press is detested. Does go on to influence the 
American DofI.!

• Henry Sachaverell makes the case for restraint of Tindal. Believed that Tindal would 
bring all people to hell unless he was dealt with. The sin would go on after death and 
pervert others. It was a charitable hatred to stop Tindal.!

• Juergen Habermas - The Public Sphere (1962). In a public sphere the social status of 
participants is supposedly disregarded. Rational argument is the core, it is inclusive and 
promotes the discussion of taboo topics. England is the place where this allegedly 
happens. Based on bourgeois ideas and free market as well as free press!

• Why England - lapsing of censorship 1695, bank of england 1694, development of 
parliament, political violence replaced by debate and party system, toleration act 1689 - 
separation of church and state!

• Conclusion 1 - C17 there is definitely a more powerful mass media and a growth of a 
public sphere of debate. addressed long standing religious and political debates. 
Probably multiple spheres.!

• Conclusion 2 - link to Barbara Streisand (photo of her house on Internet - encouraged 
millions to look), Ryan Giggs private life etc. Growth of free press is encouraged by 
censorship, it draws attention and publicity. 


